
Content Creator (M/F/O)

Job description:
As a member of our creative team your job is to create and edit original 
video content that showcases our spectacular events. We offer you 
challenging, responsible and exciting tasks, a friendly and loyal team and 
an international atmosphere.

 X Video content development 
for Social Media channels, in 
particular YouTube

 X Postproduction and editing 
of content for publishing on 
Social Media channels

 X Creating storyboards and 
narratives

 X Developing plans for 
publishing content

 X Collaborating with the other 
teams to gather relevant 
information for video content

Would you like to join a live marketing agency 
where you can experience real team spirit and 
internationality and whose team members 
speak multiple different languages?

Would you like to work on a variety of exciting 
event related content? Can you multitask? Do 
you have an eye for detail?

Can you picture yourself in a dynamic and 
friendly work atmosphere where you are able 
to create narratives and stories with your 
original ideas for our social media channels? 

Then send us your application!

Your responsibilities:
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Content Creator (M/F/O)

 X Technical and social-media 
savvy person

 X  Experience as a YouTuber 
and on other Social Media 
channels

 X  Adobe Premier skills or 
comparable software skills for 
video editing

 X  Basic sound editing skills

 X  Video Animation skills

 X  HTML skills preferable

 X  Good command of the 
English language, additional 
languages are beneficial

 X  Interest in producing content 
relating to the event industry

 X  Flexibility and time 
management

 X  Communication and teamwork 
capabilities

 X  Personal development, training 
and workshops through our 
E.STYLE Academy

 X  Great working atmosphere in a 
young, dynamic agency

 X  Support with local authorities, 
visas, health insurance, etc.

 X  Company events and parties, 
f. ex. BBQs, Social Friday 
events, Christmas parties, etc.

 X  Fresh fruit and cereal for a 
perfect start to the day

Contact us!
Are you interested? Please send us your 
application with your CV, a motivation letter, 
your references, your earliest possible entry 
date and salary expectations to 
jobs@eslmc.com.

For more information please check our 
website: www.eslmc.com.

Our requirements:

Our benefits:
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